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a.a 

1.01 The instructions given in this section outline the method 
of splicing submarine cables in which the armor wires 

from the two cable ends are wound spirally around the splice 
so as to overlap each other and are held in place with servings 
of galvanized iron wire and spun yarn. 

1.02 This section covers primarily the details of handling 
. the armor wires and jute protection in making splice, 
by the overlap armor wire method. 

z. TOOLS AND MATERIALS 
2.01 The following special tools an~ materials will be required 

for the various operations in splicing submarine cables. 
Ordinarily these items can be obtained locally. The other tool• 
and materials required arc the same as those generally used in 
land cable splicing. 
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Serving iron 
Serving board 
Wooden horses or other suitable supports 
Hacksaw with special blades to cut armor wires 
Bolt cutter 
Files 
Wooden mallet 
109 galvanized wire 
Three-yarn tarred hemp spun yarn 
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3. PREPARING CABLE FOR SPLICING 
3.01 If the cable is protected with an outer jute covering 

the jute should be unwound from the cable for suffi
cient distance to make the splice. The jute should not be cut 
but should be wound on a stick so that it can later be replaced 
on the cable. 

3.02 The armor wires should be unwrapped from each cable 
end, three or four at a time and laid aside. Lay one-half 

of the armor wires on each side of the cable leaving space for 
working on the splice. Care should be taken not to cut, bend 
or kink the wires nor disturb the original set or lay of the wires. 
After the armor wires have been unwrapped from a cable end 
and laid aside, they should be grouped together and tied in two 
or three places so that they will not be stepped on. With 
double armored cable, the inner and outer layers of armor 
wires should be tied in separate groups. The distance the armor 
wires should be unwrapped from the cable ends when making 
splices in the various types of submarine cables arc as follows: 

(a) Single-armored Cable: Unwrap the armor wires from 
the end of one of the cables for a distance of about 19 

feet and lay them aside. (This end will be referred to here
after as the "long" end.) Then unwrap the armor wires 
from the other cable end for a distance of about 10 feet and 
lay them aside. (This end will be referred to hereafter 
as the "short" end.) Cut off the excess cable as described 
in Paragraph 3.03a, and then unwrap the jute covering 
from around the lead sheath on each cable end for a 
sufficient distance to permit making the splice. Do not cut 
the jute but wind each layer on a stick in preparation for 
rewinding around the cable in its original position after the 
splice has been completed. 
(b) Double-armored Cable: Unwrap the outer armor wires. 

from each cable end for a distance of about 24 feet and 
lay them aside. Then cut the jute off the inner layer of 
armor wires and unv,rrap them. Cut off the excess cable 
as described in Paragraph 3.03b. Then unwrap the jute· 
covering around the lead sheath on each cable end for a 
sufficient distance to permit making the splice and wind 
each layer on a stick as outlined under (a). -
(c) Single-armored Cable Spliced to Double-armored Cable: 

Unwrap the armor wires from the end of the single
armored cable for a distance of about 19 feet and laJ' them 
aside as outlined under (a), then unwrap both layers of 
armor wires from the double-armored cable for a distance 
of about 22 feet and lay them aside as outlined under (b). 
Cut off the excess cable as described in Paragraph 3.03c. 
Then unwrap the jute covering from around the lead 



sheath on each ca,ble end for a sufficient distance to permit 
making tne splice and wind each layer of jute on a stick 
as outlined under (a). 

3.03 To provide for the overlap of the armor wires, it ia 
necessary to cut off cable from each end before making 

the splice between the cable conductors. The lengths of cable 
to be cut from the ends when making splices in the various 
types of submarine cables are indicated in the following sub
paragraphs. These lengths will provide for about a 4-foot 
overlap of the cable ends if a 27-inch sleeve is used. If a 
greater overlap of the cable ends will be required to make the 
splice, the lengths of cable to be cut from the ends should be 
reduced sufficiently to provide the desired overlap. 

(a) Single-armored Cable: Cut off 1 foot of cable from 
the short end and strip the sheath from the remaining 

end for a distance of 3 feet. Cut off 11 feet from the long 
end and then strip the sheath off the remaining end for a 
distance of 3 feet. 
(b) Double-armored Cable: Cut off 3-1/2 feet of cable 

from the short end and strip the sheath from the 
remaining end for a distance of 3 feet. Cut off 14 feet of 
cable from the long end and strip the sheath from the 
remaining end for a distance of 3 feet. 
(c) Single-armored SRliced to Double-armored Cable: Cut 

off 11 feet of cable from the end of the single-armored 
cable and strip the sheath from the remaining end for a 
distance of 3 feet. Cut off 4 feet of cable from the end 
of the dom:ile-armored cable and strip the sheath from the 
remaining end for a distance of 3 feet. 

4. REPLACING JUTE COVERING AROUND CABLE 
SHEATH 

4.01 After the cable has been spliced rewind the jute cover-
ing around the cable sheath on each side of the splice. 

Extend the jute covering up to the wiped joint on each side 
of the splice. Wind the jute firmly around the cable at the 
wiped joints so as to make a tapered shoulder up to the lead 
sleeve. The jute should be packed solidly at this point so as 
to make a firm bedding for the armor wires which will be 
wound over the splice. Wrap two layers of 2-inch friction tape 
over the lead sleeve as shown in the following figure. 
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~ Make tapering shoulder of Jute at wiped Joints~ 

Wrap splice and adJacent portion of cable with 
2 layers of 21n black friction tape 

S. REPLACING ARMOR WIRES 
5.01 Before starting to replace the armor wires, the cable 

should be as straight as possible. 
5.02 Replace the armor wires around the cable and lead 

sleeve, three or four at a time, being careful to keep 
the original lay of the wires. Beat the wires into place with 
a wooden mallet. The sequence of operations in replacing the 
armor wires on various types of cables is outlined in the 
following paragraphs. 

5.03 Single-armored Cable : The armor wires from the short 
and long cable ends should be replaced as shown in the 

following figure. The detail methods of replacing the armor 
wires are as follows : 

(1) Relay the armor wires from the short cable end around 
the cable and splice. Stagger the cuts in the ends 

of the armor wires through a distance of about 8 inches. 
Place a temporary open serving of spun yarn around these 
wires with a serving board to force them down into place, 
bind the ends of the wires to the cable by means of a 
wrapping of 2-inch friction tape, and then remove the 
spun yarn serving. 
(2) Relay the armor wires from the long cable end around 

the cable and splice. Place a permanent spun yarn 
serving around these armor wires, forcing them into place. 
Carry this spun yarn serving up to a point about 12 inches 
from the ends of the armor wires. then, without cutting 

• 
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the spun yarn, serve the armor wires through a distance 
of 10 inches with 109 galvanized wire; use a serving iron 
to place this iron wire serving. Extend the spun yarn 
serving over the iron wire serving and the ends of the 
armor wires. The procedure is illustrated below. 

SPLICING SINGLE ARMORED CABLE 

I __ Short End·Laid-
1

---< ~ 8 ft. • •2ft. 

Only one armor wire shown for 
clearness. • 

,..
1
, :-----Long End-laid------~ 
,__ -----12ft.---------7ft.---+t 

?~~ ::::--_Do not cut spun yarn here 

Serving of 109 

e 
Spun yarn serving 

;;; 

Gal" 11/ire 

,__ ______ About 19 ft.--------:i-

1-About 5 ft. 7 
t@5tt1Mfff&N#f:rffi MMWtMBtf@ifttt\itf##tfi@Bfobtf¾&Wk& 

Spu\ yarn serving extended 
over ends of armor wires. 

Note:-
Always serve the spun yarn and 109 wire in the same direction 
as the lay of the armor wires. This will ensure the removal of all 
slack in the wires. 

5.04 Double-armored Cable: Cut off 2-1/2 feet of the inner 
layer of armor wires from the short end and 5 feet of 

the ends of the inner layer of armor wires from the long end, 
then replace the inner and outer layers of armor wires from 
both cable ends in the following manner: 
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(1) Relay the inner layer of armor wires from the short 
cable end around the cable and splice. Stagger the 

cuts in the ends of the armor wires through a distance of 
about 8 inches. Place a temporary open serving of spun 
yarn around these wires to force them down into place; 
bind the ends of the wires to the cable by means of a 
wrapping of 2-inch friction tape, and then remove the 
spun yarn serving. The method of relaying the armor 
wires is shown in the following figure. 

Short 
End 

SPLICING DOUBLE. ARMORED CABLE 

RE.-LAYING INNE.R ARMOR WIRES 

inner Long"End- t 9 ft 

1 t off ends 
armor 
ires 

Friction tape 

Stagger cuts in ends 
of armor wires through 
8in. 

Always serve the spun yarn and 109 wire in the same d1rect1on 
as the lay of the armor wires This will ensure the removal of all 
slack 1n the wires 
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(2) Relay the inner layer of armor wires from the long 
cable end around the cable and splice. Place a tempo

rary open serving of spun yarn around the wires up to a 
point about 5 inches from the ends to force them into 
place, as shown in the following figure. Serve the ends 
of the armor wires permanently with 109 galvanized wire, 
and then remove the temporary serving of yarn. 

SPUCiNG DOUBLE ARMORED CABLE 

RE-LAYING INNER ARMOR WIRES 

Short 
End 
~'~ 
Serving of 10 9 1/ l--5in 
Ga\v. Wire __/ 

~ 

Notes:-
Only one armor wire shown for clearness. 

( 

Long 
End 

Always serve the spun·yarn and 109. wire 1n the same direction 
as the lay of the armor wires This will ensure the removal of alt 
slack in the wires. 

(3) Relay ,the outer layer of armor wires from the short 
cable end ~ro~nd the cable and splice as shown in the 

following figure forcing them into place with a temporary 
open ser,ving of spun yarn. Stagger the cuts in the enda 
of these armor wires through a distance of about 8 inchcsc 
and serve the ends of the armor wires with friction tape. 
Then remove the temporary serving of spun yarn. 
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SPLICING DOUBLE ARMOREO CABLE 

RE-LAYiNG OUTER ARMOR WIRES 

Short End Long End 
~-------Outer Short End - Laid----~.., 
:---------19ft.61n. ' 4ft:61n 

~w -=<>=--=•--~->- • - - -'~I~~~ t~;-,~( ~10,:-

Notes,-
Only one armor wire shown for clearness 

Stagger cuts in ends 
of armor wires through 
Sin 

Always serve the spun yarn and 109 wire in the same direction 
as the lay of the armor wires This will ensure the removal of all 
slack in the wires. 

(4) Relay the outer layer of armor wires from the long 
cable end around the cable and splice. Place a perma

nent spun yarn serving around the armor wires, forcing 
them into place as shown in the following figure. Carry 
the spun yarn serving up to a point about 12 inches from 
the ends of the armor wires. Then, without cutting the 
spun yarn, serve the armor wires through a distance of 
10 inches with 109 galvanized wire. Extend the spun yarn 
serving over the wire serving and the ends of the armor 
wires. 
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SPLICING DOUBLE ARMORED CABLE 

RE-LAYING OUTER ARMOR WiRES 

------ Outer Long End-Laid-------
15ft.----~--9ft. --

., ... ~ .--. ,. ~ 

101n 
121n "$erving _of 10 9 Do not cut spun yarn here 

Galv Wire 

l:::: About 24ft 

w <+-¢'.'.::Sp~n yarn ~e~~tii:i:e~n~d~e~d~·;w·lliiJii,~~~Wtttt~~·~~~~ 

over ends of armor wires 

Note-
Always serve the spun yarn and I 09 wire in the same direction 

as the lay of the armor wires This will ensure the removal of all 
slack in the wirP.s 

5.05 Single-armored Cable Spliced to Double-armored Cable : 
Cut off 3 feet of the inner layer of armor wires of 

the double-armored cable. Stagger these cuts through a dis
tance of 8 inches. Then replace the armor wires from the 
single and double-armored cables in the following manner: 

(1) Relay the inner armor wires of the double-armored 
cable around the cable and splice, as shown in the 

following figure, forcing them into place with a temporary 
open serving of spun yarn. Serve the ends of the armor 
wires with 2-inch friction tape and then remove the tempo
rary spun yarn serving. 
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SPLICING SINGLE ARMORED CABLE TO DOUBLE ARMORED CABLE 

Note:-
Always serve the spun yarn and 109 wire in the same direction 

as the lay of the armor wires This will ensure the removal of all 
slack in the wires. 

(2) Relay the armor wires from the single-armored cable 
around the cable and splice. Place a temporary open 

serving of spun yarn around the wires up to a point about 
5 inches from the ends to force them into place. Serve the 
ends of the armor wires permanently with 109 galvanized 
wire and then remove the temporary serving of spun yarn, 
as shown in the followinv fiv11r1, 

I I I ·--
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SPLICING SINGLE ARMORED CABLE TO DOUBLE ARMORED CABLE 

' \ 
I 
I 
I 
I ~B-5M 

~----12ft---------7ft ---~-~1 
~-------Single Armor Wire-La1d------i 

1'·· 

J !'~ 

Notes,- G 

Only one armor wire •shown for clearness 
Always serve the spun yarn and 109 wire 1n the same d1rect1on 

as the lay of the armor wires. This will ensure the removal of all 
slack 1n the wires. 

(3) Relay the outer layer of armor wires from the double• 
armored cable around the cable and splice. Place a 

permanent spun yarn servµig around these armor wires, 
forcing them into place as shown in the following figure. 
Carry this spun yarn serving up to a point about 12 inches 
from the ends of the armor wires; then, without cutting 
the spun yarn, serve the armor wires through a distance 
of 10 inches with 109 galvanized wire. Extend the spun 
yarn serving over the. iron wire serving and the ends of 
the armor wires. 
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SPLICING SINGLE ARMORED CABLE. TO DOUBLE ARMORED CABLE 

Serving of 109 
Galv. Wire 

i--------11uter Double Armor Wire-Laid------1---i 
-------17ft------~-i---

Do not cut spun yarn here---

----------About 22ft.---------+1 

&&i¥d¾W&ffe&¼W/UAAM@@••~==r;;~~~·~::7 

over ends of armor wires 

Note:-
Always serve the spun yarn and 109 wire In the same direction 
as the lay of the armor wires. This will ensure the removal of all 
slack in the wires. 

I. REPLACING JUTE AROUND ARMOR WIRES 
6.01 If the cable is protected by an outer covering of jute 

the jute should be rewound onto the cable and held 
in place with a close serving of spun yarn for a short distance 
back of the ends of the jute. The entire splice should then 
be given a liberal coating of hot asphalt. 

• I 


